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Setting:

Rockwood is located in the rural district of Antill Ponds , and is almost exactly halfway between Launceston
to the north and Hobart to the south. Rockwood is situated close to the bottom of a broad flat valley, at the
foot of Rockwood Hill, and is surrounded by open undulating grassland. The northern boundary of the place
sits adjacent to the TasRail’s South Line railway and the Antill Ponds Road . The place is bisected by the
current alignment of the Midland Highway.

Rockwood comprises multiple elements, including the ruins of a substantial barn and stables, a c.1900s
weatherboard house, surface and subsurface archaeological features and areas of archaeological potential,
and historic plantings. Significant elements are located on both the southern and northern sides of the
Midland Highway.
Its original entrance drive and bridge abutments over Pass Creek are located together with mature trees to
the north of the present-day highway. The weatherboard house and ruins are located at the base of the
north-facing slopes of Rockwood Hill on the highway’s southern side . The barn and stable ruins are in a
cleared setting, elevated above the highway, and form a prominent landmark.
Historic plantings
The most substantial plantings associated with Rockwood are located on the northern side of the highway.
These are evident as large mature specimens at the time of a 1946-47 aerial photograph suggesting a
nineteenth century planting date (Aerial photograph, DPIPWE). The group of trees that once fronted the
entrance drive leading off the bridge across Pass Creek (see Archaeological Feature 16) appear to consist of
two poplar species, eight elms and an oak. The productive garden at Rockwood was located in front of the
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original stone main house, where the Midlands Highway is now located. Remnants of an orchard remain with
a mulberry, pear, apple and other fruit trees located in front of the c.1900 weatherboard house. A 50
metre-long remnant of a hawthorn hedge is also evident between Archaeological Features 10 and 11.
Barn and stables ruin
The extant walls of the barn and stables ruin are constructed of random course basalt masonry with a rubble
filled core. There is no roof structure. Corner returns and openings feature dressed sandstone quoins and
there is extant evidence of a harled finish to the random coursed masonry. The northern elevation of the
building is approximately 25 metres long, and the building footprint is approximately 10 metres wide.
House (c.1900s)
This small timber structure clad in weatherboards has a tall stone and brick chimney ( offset from the
building) and a hipped roof with boxed eaves and corrugated iron sheeting. It has a timber post verandah to
the front north-eastern elevation under a separate hipped skillion roof in corrugated iron. Cast iron decoration
to the verandah noted in earlier records has been replaced with modern timber brackets. It has a central four
panel timber door with flanking timber casement windows either side, with early twenty-first century shutters
and window boxes. There are later twentieth-century single-storey weatherboard extensions to the rear
south-western elevation. These extensions have a gabled roof in corrugated iron, with further lean-to
additions at the south-western end. The house has been subject to considerable alteration and
reconstruction. A dry stone garden wall was constructed in front of the northern elevation of the cottage
c.2010.
Archaeological Potential
Rockwood has the potential to yield information which would contribute to an understanding of the
functioning and evolution of colonial-era and later nineteenth-century agricultural properties. This potential is
associated with buildings (their structure, materials, construction methods), structures, gardens, activity
areas (e.g. yards, stockyards), as well as subsurface remains and deposits including those associated with
buildings and structures that are no longer extant, ceiling, wall and floor cavities of extant buildings,
cesspits, privies and refuse piles. These resources have the potential to provide information as to the form,
functions and spatial layout of the place along with aspects of Tasmanian rural culture including class and
gender differences, economic fluctuations, and changing rural landscape, practices and technologies.
Rockwood contains a large number of archaeological features, including those relating to former buildings
and activity areas. It is difficult to attribute specific functions to some of the features (Features 6-16) given
the complexity of material evident on the ground surface. The archaeological potential of Rockwood includes
but is not limited to the following features (recorded in 2018):
1. Archaeological feature - c1860s house: To the west of the extant house there is extensive surface
evidence of the c1860s main house with a raised and cleared building platform, demolition debris and
exposure of stone footings approximately 35 x 25m and aligned to the north-east.
2. Archaeological feature - features associated with barn and stables ruin: located immediately west of the
barn and stables ruins, measuring 45 x 11m and likely to include footings for steps, access, drainage and
other elements of infrastructure.
3. Archaeological feature - wall: adjoining the south-east corner of the barn and stables ruin, aligns
west-northwest to south-southeast. The wall is at least 25m in length and possibly up to 50m. It is
approximately 500mm in width.
4. Archaeological feature - possible cellar: A rectilinear sunken area, 8 x 8m, immediately behind and to the
south of the centre of the barn and stables ruin is evidence of a possible cellar.
5. Archaeological feature - courtyard/building: The arrangement of small ancillary structures around an
approximately 20 x 10m flat area situated 20m to the south of the barn and stables ruin.
6. Archaeological feature: Rectilinear sandstone rubble footings and demolition deposits arranged around
Feature 5 in an area at least 40 x 30m in area.
7. Archaeological feature: A rectilinear feature of sandstone rubble, approximately 20 x 10m and aligned
west-northwest, located 50m to the south of barn and stables ruins, and first from the east in a row of four.
8. Archaeological feature: A rectilinear feature of sandstone rubble, approximately 20 x 10m and aligned
west-northwest, located 50m to the south of the barn and stables ruins, and second from the east in a row
of four.
9. Archaeological feature: A rectilinear feature of sandstone rubble, approximately 20 x 10m and aligned
west-northwest, located 50m to the south of the barn and stables ruins, and third from the east in a row of
four.
10. Archaeological feature: A rectilinear feature of sandstone rubble, approximately 20 x 10m and aligned
west-northwest, located 50m to the south of the barn and stables ruins, and fourth from the east in a row of
four.
11. Archaeological feature: A rectilinear feature of sandstone rubble, approximately 9 x 7m and aligned
west-northwest, located 15m to the south of Feature 9 within a small depression at the base of the hill.
There is an adjacent sunken feature immediately to the south.
12. Archaeological feature - building platform: comprised of sandstone rubble footings and a rubble mound,
approximately 20 x 7m and aligned west-northwest, sited 30m west of the barn and stables ruins.
13. Archaeological feature - building platform: comprised of sandstone rubble footings and a rubble mound,
approximately 15 x 8m and aligned north-northeast, sited 15m south-west of Feature 12. There is evidence
of a cut sandstone block western wall face, with squared random coursed stone, still extant.
14. Archaeological feature: An indistinct archaeological feature comprising sandstone rubble and cut
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sandstone at the base of a tree in the rear garden area of the c.1900 weatherboard house.
15. Archaeological feature - possible arbour: A raised earth mound with fieldstone building debris , and more
recent twentieth-century metal and glass fragments located to the north of the site of the former main house
(Feature 1). Its location between the highway and the former main house suggests that it may be related to
the small romantic garden arbour or shelter shown in the nineteenth-century painting and photograph of
Rockwood.
16. Archaeological feature - bridge abutments & road embankment: Finely worked ashlar sandstone bridge
abutments approximately 12 m in length, with approximately four courses of stone exposed above the water
level to the northeast of the house. This is the remains of the bridge abutments and road embankment
across Pass Creek which provided access to the entrance to Rockwood. The roadway leading from the
bridge to the house has sandstone retaining walls along its edges.
History:

The Antill Ponds area is located near what is understood to have been the tribal boundaries of three
Aboriginal nations – the Big River nation of central Tasmania , the Oyster Bay nation of the East Coast, and
the North Midlands nation (Ryan 2012, p.13). Prior to European occupation, this region had been managed
by Tasmanian Aborigines using traditional land management practices including regular low intensity
burning. Europeans in the early colonial era viewed the resulting landscapes as well suited to stock raising
and cropping.
European Settlement and early ownership
The Antill Ponds district was occupied by Europeans during the early 1820s. Rockwood originated as an
1823 grant of 300 acres to Richard Bradley and was later acquired in 1830 by John Presnell of the nearby
White Hart Inn (Half Way House) (TAHO, LSD405/2/149; TAHO, AF396/1/1001; LTO, Deeds Index, Richard
Bradley).
A plan was prepared of the property in 1836 in advance of its sale (and later re-traced in 1888: TAHO
AF396/1/979). It shows the property divided into a number of paddocks in cultivation and relates to sale
notices placed in newspapers. Lot 1 included the White Hart Inn leased to D Solomon; Lot 2 (Lot 3 on map)
comprised 207 acres occupied by Thomas Presnell; Lot 3 (Lot 2 on map) comprised of 178 acres occupied
by John Presnell (Colonial Times 29 May 1838 p2). The plan also shows a number of early outbuildings and
a hut. John Presnell was declared insolvent in July 1937 ( Hobart Town Courier 7 July 1837 p3). His
deceased estate was put on the market in 1837, and Rockwood appears to have been purchased by
Thomas Learmouth before passing to Robert Harrison in 1841 ( Hobart Town Courier, 15 Dec 1837, p.2; LTO
Deeds Index, Thomas Learmouth, Robert Harrison).
Robert Harrison and Thomas John Harrison
Robert Harrison was the owner of nearby Woodbury (THR#5594), and together with his sons, went on to be
one of the major landowners in the region. Rockwood is most closely associated with Robert’s son , Thomas
John Harrison. Thomas John was residing on the property by 1848, with the census recording he was living
in a timber house, with 18 people residing on the property, of whom only eight were free, the remainder
being assigned convicts (TAHO, CEN1/1/94). Ownership of Rockwood was transferred to Thomas John in
1849, who ran the estate as a mixed grazing and grain property, containing between three to four thousand
acres by the latter part of the nineteenth century ( LTO Deeds Index, Robert Harrison; TAHO, Wayn Index,
Harrison, Thomas John; Mercury, 19 Nov 1884, p.2).
By the 1860s a large two-storey stone house had been constructed on the property, though it is unclear if
the timber house was demolished or was repurposed as worker’s accommodation . A photograph and
painting from this period shows the Rockwood house as a two storey stone building, three bays wide and
with a return verandah on the ground floor. An extensive collection of outbuildings can be seen to the house’
s rear (south) and to its east, including the barn and stable building. A small, decorative garden arbour was
located in the front garden (private collection, A&L Cooper; TAHO, PH30/1/402). An 1884 article noted that
Rockwood had a ‘splendid garden’ with particular attention given to the topiary privet trees and ornamental
willow plantings (Mercury 19 Nov 1884 p2). In 1876 the Tasmanian Main Line Railway opened its line from
Hobart to Western Junction, the line passing through the Rockwood grounds, close to the main homestead
(Clements 2005, pp.299-301).
John Vicary Harrison
In May 1890 ownership of Rockwood transferred to John Vicary Harrison , who took out a mortgage from
Joseph Archer, Basil Archer and Daniel Archer – farmers and major landowners from Longford and Hadspen
in northern Tasmania – and The British and Australasian Trust and Loan Company Limited (LTO Con 8/4289,
8/4290, 8/4291, 8/4292).
At this time, stock and furniture at Rockwood was also advertised for sale on ‘instructions from Mr Thomas
Harrison (who is removing to town)’ (The Colonist 10 May 1890 p.28), however the Harrison family continued
to farm the property. In 1891 a notice was placed in the paper ‘The Partnership that existed between JV
Harrison and Joseph Archer, of Rockwood, Antill Ponds, being dissolved by notice’ (Mercury 27 May 1891
p.3) and stock/farming implements were advertised for sale (Mercury 19 May 1891 p.4). In September of the
same year the Supreme Court of Tasmania issued an injunction preventing the sale of Rockwood (Mercury
23 Sept 1891 p.4).
Thomas John Harrison defaulted on the mortgage over the property and Rockwood was put on the market in
1892. At this date it contained 1900 acres, laid out in pasture, cultivation and orchards. Buildings included
the ‘large stone dwelling house’, dairy, store, stone dwelling, gardener’s cottage, slaughter house, stables
and shearing shed (Mercury, 6 June 1892, p.4). The property was advertised for purchase or rental in May
1893 (Mercury 27 May 1893 p.4). Thomas John Harrison passed away in 1894 (Mercury 10 May 1894 p.1).
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Basil and Daniel Archer
By 1903, Rockwood was in the ownership of Basil and Daniel Archer (Government Gazette 1903 p.1719). Mr
JN Propsting leased Rockwood before relocating to Claremont in 1908, when James Lodge took over the
lease (The News 13 Jan 1925 p.4; Mercury 25 Feb 1909 p.8; Tasmanian Government Gazette 1909 p.1069).
The Archers advertised Rockwood for sale in 1908, however Lodge continued to lease the property until 1914
(Examiner 23 Dec 1908 p.8; Mercury 20 Feb 1914 p.8).
John Headlam
Rockwood was subsequently acquired in 1914 by John Headlam, who owned the adjacent property
Woodbury (THR#5594). His five brothers also owned substantial rural properties across Tasmania ; Mr
Anthony Headlam of Lamont, Robert Headlam of Vaucluse, Charles Headlam of Charlton, T Headlam of Nant
and Alfred Headlam of Beverley (Launceston Examiner 17 Oct 1898 p.5).
Upon John Headlam’s death in 1920 (TAHO Wills 12940 p.315) the adjacent property Woodbury was
purchased at auction by his son Malcom Headlam (Mercury 18 Nov 1920 p.4; 6 Feb 1923 p.2). Rockwood
was also advertised for sale in 1920, however there is no reference to the stone house, but rather ‘two
cottages and usual outbuildings’, suggesting removal of the stone house by this time, if not some years
prior (Mercury, 18 Aug 1919, p.1; 20 Sep 1920, p.8). The circumstances surrounding the demolition of the
stone house are uncertain, however it continued to be referred to in advertisements up until 1894 (Mercury 5
May 1894 p.4) and it would seem likely that the stone house was demolished by either the Archers or
Headlam.
Christopher Salmon
In February 1924 Rockwood was put up for sale by John Headlam’s Trustees , and was purchased by Mr
Christopher Salmon of nearby Woodbury, the son of Samuel Salmon of Woodstock, Triabunna (THR#1579);
Salmon purchased Woodbury in 1921 (World 25 Feb 1924 p.1; Mercury 15 March 1924 p.4, 25 Oct 1921
p.4; Examiner 26 Feb 1942 p.4). By 1930 Green’s wife, Mabel Isabel Salmon, is listed as the owner of the
Rockwood Estate (Government Gazette 31 March 1930 p.969). However, by 1939 Mabel Gertrude Green,
daughter of Christopher and Mabel Isabel, is listed as the owner of the Rockwood Estate with her husband
Geoffrey Hewitt Green as the occupier of the 1925 acre property, and Mrs C Salmon is listed as the owner
and occupier of 3 acres of Rockwood land (Tasmanian Government Gazette 1 May 1939 p.810, 812). The
Salmon/Green family also owned the adjacent property, Middle Park, which historically was part of the
larger Rockwood Estate.
Burbury family
The Burbury family were prominent landowners in the Southern Midlands. Following the death of Geoffrey
Green in 1959, Mabel G Green entered an agreement with John Vaughan Burbury for the purchase of
Rockwood (LTO Mem 33/3274). The barn and stables were maintained into the twentieth century, but now
exist as ruins. During the 1970s, the Midland Highway was realigned, cutting through the front garden of
Rockwood. Rockwood remained in Burbury family ownership until the early twenty-first century.
Comparative Analysis
During the 1820s, the European population of the colony boomed, exceeding 10 000 people by 1823. Large
land grants encouraged the development of the pastoral industry, and remained free until 1831. The size of
the grant was commensurate with the capital brought to the colony by the settler, and through grants,
purchase or lease, pastoral estates of thousands of acres were established during the 1820s and 1830s
(Rand 2005, p.206). The early development of these properties was greatly aided by access to assigned
convicts who provided a low cost labour force during the 1820s and 1830s. The European occupation of Van
Diemen’s Land also coincided with the great expansion of the British milling industry which created a great
demand for wool (Ratcliff Vol.3 2015, p.1462). These pastoral properties were established over the most
valuable grassland plains of the midlands, central highlands and south east which supported stock in large
numbers.
The size of the properties, access to assigned convict labour and the wealth generated by wool allowed for
the establishment of estates on a considerable scale. Typically, these would include a large house
constructed from permanent materials and a range of service buildings to support the business, along with
staff housing to accommodate farm workers. Many such elements (e.g., stables, barns etc) can be found
across most agricultural properties, along with landscape elements such as cleared pastures, field
enclosure (wire or hedgerows), and outlying huts. Elements such as shearing sheds and yards, wool sheds
and sheep dips or washes are distinct to pastoralism. Shearing sheds are probably the most prominent of
such pastoral buildings, typically being the largest of rural buildings. Shearing sheds are commonly long and
low structures, often constructed from timber allowing for easy extensions. Many have their floors elevated
above the ground to allow waste to fall through (Ratcliff Vol.3 2015, p.1464).
There are a number of other pastoral properties entered in the Tasmanian Heritage Register where the
cultural heritage values can be easily read in the extant fabric. Woolmers (THR#5077) at Longford has a
complex which includes a large main house, stables and coach house, various staff houses, cart shed,
former chapel, farm stables, timber woolshed (constructed in 1819 and possibly the oldest of its type in
Australia), cider press, blacksmith’s shop, bakehouse, store, pump house, windmills, sheep dip and site of
convict barracks. Similarly Cranbrook House (THR#1512) at Cranbrook has a large complex of building
including a large stone house, stone shed, wooden stable and wooden shearing shed. Quamby (THR#4832)
at Hagley has a large house, brick barns, stores, coach houses, staff housing, stables and shearing shed,
and Kelvedon (THR#1562) at Swansea includes a large house, stone stables, barn, shearing shed and
cottage. Others with varying degrees of extant or archaeological potential remaining include Killymoon
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(THR#604), Egleston (THR#4895) and Elkington (THR#4998).

Statement of
Significance:
(non-statutory
summary)
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Rockwood is of historic cultural heritage significance to Tasmania because it demonstrates early land
settlement practices and the development of pastoralism particularly where this process was supported
by a convict workforce. The extensive complex of ruins and subsurface material has the potential to
provide important information related to the form, spatial layout and functioning of a substantial rural
estate. The barn and stables ruins are a picturesque element and landmark on the Midland Highway.

Significance:

The Heritage Council may enter a place in the Heritage Register if it meets one or more of the following criteria from the
Historic Cultural Heritage Act 1995:
a)

The place is important to the course or pattern of Tasmania’s history.

Rockwood is of historic cultural heritage significance for demonstrating patterns of early settlement and land use in
Van Diemen’s Land, with particular reference to the development of pastoralism where this process was supported by
a convict workforce. Agricultural use of the property most likely commenced during the early 1820s.
Surface and sub-surface evidence of the original house, outbuildings, gardens and other elements assist in
demonstrating how the wealth generated by agriculture during the nineteenth century allowed for the creation of
extensive and impressive estates.
The mature trees and other historic garden elements including the stone bridge abutments and roadway demonstrate
the application of nineteenth-century northern hemisphere traditions of designed garden landscapes in the Tasmanian
environment.
b)

The place possesses uncommon or rare aspects of Tasmania’s history.

No Data Recorded
c)

The place has the potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of Tasmania’s
history.

Rockwood has the potential to yield information which would contribute to an understanding of the functioning and
pattern of evolution of an important early colonial-era agricultural property. Investigation of ruined structures and
subsurface remains has the potential to yield information about the form, functions and spatial layout of the place
along with aspects of Tasmanian rural culture including class and gender differences , economic fluctuations, changing
rural practices and technologies as well as the lived experience of inhabitants. Historic plantings and landscaping
elements could provide new information regarding garden design and fashions, plant availability and acclimatisation of
exotic species.
d)

The place is important in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a class of place in Tasmania’s
history.

No Data Recorded
e)

The place is important in demonstrating a high degree of creative or technical achievement.

No Data Recorded
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f)

The place has a strong or special association with a particular community or cultural group for social or
spiritual reasons.

No Data Recorded
g)

The place has a special association with the life or works of a person, or group of persons, of importance in
Tasmania’s history.

No Data Recorded
h)

The place is important in exhibiting particular aesthetic characteristics.

The Rockwood barn and stable ruin sits prominently in the landscape, located on an embankment above the Midland
Highway. The picturesque ruins surrounded by a landscape of natural and historic features has been valued for its
romantic qualities and is a prominent landmark for travellers along the Midlands Highway.
PLEASE NOTE

This data sheet is intended to provide sufficient information and justification for listing the place on the
Heritage Register. Under the legislation, only one of the criteria needs to be met. The data sheet is not
intended to be a comprehensive inventory of the heritage values of the place, there may be other heritage
values of interest to the Heritage Council not currently acknowledged.
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Note

1. Lot 1 represents the registered boundary for 'Rockwood', #12005 on theTasmanian Heritage Register.
2. Lot 1 is the partial parcel of FR's 175663/1 & 168533/1, the boundaries of which is marked by a heavy black line and
described below.
3. All boundaries are parcel boundaries, details of individual land parcel boundaries may be accessed through the
Land Information System Tasmania (LIST).
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